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Introduction
I create.
I take risks.
I live my passion.
I am an entrepreneur.
While ‘Entrepreneurship' is growing to be one of the business world's biggest buzz words, the
E- Cell at IIT Kanpur envisions a time, when youth will look up to the new generation of CEO’s
and entrepreneurs as their modern day rock stars.
Motivated by this vision, the students at E-Cell are working to induce an entrepreneurial
mindset into the students and to air an innovative streak in them. We are here to water the
‘Ideas’ in the bud and help them bloom into impactful endeavors. We are here to support the
aspiring entrepreneurs of the future and also to drive-in the real sense of ‘entrepreneurship’
in those, who are new to this entrancing word.
We strive to reach out to the ‘junta’ and convey, that the idea of entrepreneurship applies as
much in politics, religion, society and the arts, as it does in business. We are working towards
building an inspired GenNext who has the inbuilt urge to innovate, take risks, shoulder social
responsibility and indulge in creative execution of their vibrant ideas.
E-Cell effectively meets these objectives through networking student enterprises from
campus to incubators, seeding funds and angel investors to transform the newly proposed
ideas into successful start-ups. Workshops in association with national professionals and
national level competitions are organized with a host of speaker series of eminent
personalities to inspire and invoke the giant potential within the students.
The cell has various verticals to achieve its goal. The present structure of the cell comprises
of following wings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Startup development: To address queries and assist campus startups
Corporate Relations: To build the industry relations of cell
Events: To plan and organize various entrepreneurial events
Design: To ideate and design the creative content for cell
Finance and Logistics: To manage and record cell finances, handle logistics
Marketing: To bring in funds through monetary deals for events
Media and Publicity: To publicise cell activites within campus and beyond
Startup Internship Program: To help students intern at startups
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List of activities
Following is the list of events conducted throughout the gymkhana year, listed
chronologically.
Ranjan Kumar Memorial ( 1st April, 2016 )
This year's edition of Ranjan Memorial Lecture Series was graced by the Head of Amazon
India, Mr. Amit Agarwal, an alumnus of IIT Kanpur. It was held L-18 and was attended by an
enthusiastic crowd eager to learn about the e-commerce scene in India that was to come.
Prof Dheeraj Sanghi was the chief guest.
ESSENCE ( 1st May 2016 - 1st July 2016 )
ESSENCE stands for Empowering Start-up Scheme to Encourage and Nurture Campus
Entrepreneurs. The program was designed as a summer long program to support
entrepreneurial projects at IIT Kanpur. The program had a special provision to develop
summer projects pursued under Science and Technology Council into a commercial and viable
venture. The role of E-Cell was being a facilitator and logistics manager. This year two projects
had qualified and were guided by the cell.
Photo Booth at Freshers’ night 2016
A Photo Booth was set up during the Freshers’ Night at New SAC, with an aim to create presummit buzz among the freshers. The booth saw 250+ students being photographed posing
with various fun props we had set up a theme based booth (Pokemon).
Pre-Summit Events
A series of various talks, workshops & competitions were conducted at various colleges to
give the students an insight into entrepreneurship.
NNSC - National Network Security Challenge ( 17th July, 2016 )
BBD College - ( 23rd August, 2016 )
Delhi - ( 20th August, 2016 )
ESummit ( 26th - 28th August, 2016 )
The flagship event of E-Cell, the annual Entrepreneurship Summit of IIT Kanpur, eSummit was
organized from 28th - 30th August 2015. Events ranging from talks, panel discussions,
workshops, competitions and expo were witnessed. The summit was engineered to inculcate
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an entrepreneurial spirit in the campus community and give wings to the existing ideas. A
detailed Summit report was presented separately.
Mentor Outreach
The Mentor Outreach was started so the students who need help with their product can seek
advice from the mentors of the field in which they are making their products
GDG ( 1st October - 2nd October )
Google Developers Group in association with E-Cell, Programming Club and Motwani
Incubator & Accelerator organized DevFest, a 24 hour long hackathon, which saw
participation from nearly 150 students.
The prizes offered surpassed any that have ever been offered at a Hackathon on Campus. The
winning team received 3 Amazon Kindle’s and The Runners-up received 6 HDD’s Blacks while
the second runners-up received Headphones. The teams continued to work on the project in
the winter break, making considerable progress.
Interaction with Ashish Agarwal ( 15th January,2017 )
Ashish Agarwal, Vice President at Sequoia Capital, visited campus for an interactive session
with entrepreneurial community at campus. He discussed his story, his startups and advised
the students on the setbacks they were facing regards to their startup.
Say More (Enactus) ( 26th January, 2017 )
Enactus IIT Kanpur with E-Cell IIT Kanpur and SayMore organized an Internet and Social
entrepreneurship event using the online platform of SayMore App.The competition had a
prize money of Rs.10,000 for the winner, and Rs.5,000 for the runner-up. Also students have
a chance to get a paid internship in SayMore.
Prime ‘83 ( February, 2017 onwards )
Promoting Research, Innovation, Mentoring and Entrepreneurship, is an initiative by the
alumni of 1983 batch to promote student innovation, research and encourage student
ideation. Considering that IITians perform brilliantly as entrepreneurs in the USA, PRIME ’83
seeks to facilitate the process here in India by giving mentorship and advisory support to
students who are into innovation or development of any kind, be it entrepreneurial or
research-based. This year the program was launched in September, with a workshop on 10th
Oct. The program boasts of a huge corpus with an annual available grant of ₹5 ,00,000.
Startup Internship Program
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Start-up Internship Program continued its successful run. Over 90 startups had registered
with us for offering summer intenships to students. So far 45 students have secured an
internship through SIP this year, and we expect this number to reach 60 by mid-April.
Through this program, students get a first-hand experience of working in the dynamic, fast
paced, fun filled culture prevalent at startups. Such industry exposures will help build an
active entrepreneurial community at IIT Kanpur.
Resume Making Session
With the aim of guiding students to make impressive resumes and prepare them for the Startup
Internship Program, a Resume Making Session was organized by E-Cell in January. The session
was conducted by senior students who’ve aced the art. The session saw a turnout of around
400 students, from the sophomore and junior year undergraduate batch.
Entrepreneursial events, Techriti 2017 : E-Cell organized the entrepreneurial events at
Techkriti 2017. Structuring 60 days long competition, where the participating startups can get
guidance and mentorship before competing helped record highest ever participation in the
competition.
TEDx IIT Kanpur ( 9th April, 2017 )
An independently organised TED event, TEDx IITKanpur is hosted by the E-Cell team every
year to bring forth ideas and share them with the world. Distinguished speakers share their
ideas from the fields of Technology, Media, Arts and Entertainment. The idea is to introduce
attendees to an experience that shall invoke inquisitiveness and encourage free-flow
discussion.
This year’s line-up shall consist of 6-8 speakers from India and abroad covering varying fields.
The event is proposed to be held in early April and shall target an audience of around 200
people.
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Yearlong endeavours
Following are the activities conducted round the year.
An Ounce of Madness: The E-Cell Blog
An Ounce of Madness is the blog of E-Cell, IITKanpur with content ranging from discussions
about latest happenings in the entrepreneurial world, activities conducted by the cell, and
much more. It is an interactive dream space, a thinking pot of sorts, where we celebrate every
fleck of creativity. Six articles exploring start-up evaluation, guide to what not to do as an
entrepreneur
and about eSummit '16 were released this semester.
Startup 101 ( Throughout the year )
A series of in house lectures on basics of entrepreneurship and business are organised to
create awareness and answer questions of enthusiastic students. Founders of campus startups often grace the lectures with their presence, providing insight into the ground reality.
This year, the series shall comprise 10 lectures. The schedule for talks as well as the topics
are decided by the campus community and the E-Cell Team.
Entrepreneur Hangouts: Informal bulla session among the entrepreneurial community of
campus where the startup cofounders share the problems they are facing, students share
their ideas, and discuss the happenings of the startup world.
Campus Ambassadors Program
Campus Ambassadors are working closely with the team of E-Cell, IITK to ensure and
encourage participation from their respective colleges in E-Cell activities, serving as the
'strategic link' between E-Cell and their colleges. E-Cell has harnessed a reach to around 200
colleges (up from 70) across nation through 210 Campus Ambassadors(up from 120). We
have organised 3 inter-college contests for campus ambassadors while more are in the
pipeline. Entries often serve as content for our blog and these competitions ensure yearlong
participation from ambassadors.
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New Initiatives
ENGAGE Program: Engage is an initiative to tie up with other colleges and help
them establish a student entrepreneurial body, organize relevant workshops,
competitions and evens. With an aim to promote entrepreneurship in colleges
across India, this program would also assist in increasing the reach of E-Cell IIT
Kanpur. This will get quality participation for eSummit, helping us grow bigger. So
far we are running the program in 5 colleges in North India, and plan to expand it
in the coming year.
Connecting the Dots:
a) Fintech in association with Axis Bank: With one of its kind in the country,
through this program students can develop technology led banking
solution under the guidance of Axis Bank. With appropriate mentoring,
students will be able pursue their interests in the summers and be
awarded with a stipend as well. The entries have been invited, and are
presently being shortlisted by Axis Bank.
b) Robotics in association with NASSCOM: To enable students to work on
their prototypes, and make a viable product out of it under the guidance
of experts, this program will be accepting entries from 5 th April. Similar
to the above, students will be able to work on it during their summer
break.
Student Entrepreneurship Policy: A revolution by itself, the student
entrepreneurship policy was drafted and presented at the IAC. The policies
formalises the earlier ambiguous regulations regarding entrepreneurship in
campus. Presently, the policy awaits acceptance at the Academic Senate.
MinEnt (Masters in Entrepreneurship): Keeping with the global trends, a need for
a degree program in entrepreneurship was felt at the campus. In a nutshell, this
program would accept students who are working on their startups as students. The
students will be able to use campus resources, get advice from professors and
pursue their startups. Much akin to academic research, the startup would give a
hands-on and deep understanding of the field the student is working on. In case
the startup fails, he is awarded with the degree. If he wishes to continue on the
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startup beyond the two years, he can choose to drop out of the program. The
proposal for this is in early stages, and is yet to be presented formally.
Startup India Master Class: A meet up of the alumni of IITK, the Overall
Coordinators along with President, Students’ Gymkhana attended this year’s
edition in Bangalore. Discussion regarding entrepreneurship specific alumnicampus relations were held.
“vKan: Venture for Kanpur: Alumni Student Connect Portal”
Discussion with Pradeep Bhargav for portal on 4 fronts: A discussion was help with
Mr Pradeep Bhargav, where a portal for connecting alumni and students, specific
for entrepreneurship was proposed. This portal would link the two on:
a) Mentorship: for students by interested alumni
b) Funding: for campus startups, by the alumni and their secondary network
c) Internships: for students offered by alumni who are working on their
ventures
d) Challenges: posted by alumni, to be brainstormed by students.
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eSummit’16 Report
Introduction
IIT Kanpur has always believed and practiced the philosophy of inculcating
complete education including personality and leadership development among the
youngsters. As part of this culture, the Entrepreneurship Cell of IIT Kanpur has been
organizing various events to inculcate and nurture the entrepreneurship streak
among the students. eSummit is the flagship entrepreneurial event hosted by ECell, IIT Kanpur to train the young minds of enthusiastic students to explore their
skills and emerge as Smart Leaders.
With the vision to reach out to the maximum audience, we organize competitions,
talks, panel discussion and workshops relating to people at any stage - be it
ideation, development or operations.
Our outreach expanded double fold this year, with the association of more than 200
colleges including IITs, IIMs, NITs and so on.

THEME: The Indian Entrepreneurship Summit
Our generation is accustomed to an economy where initiatives can be undertaken,
where a person can customise his financial approach, where opportunities can be
created on our own with an undercurrent confidence that ideas matter to our
people and will be supported.
National knowledge commission in its study of Indian entrepreneurs reported that
the median age at which people interviewed became entrepreneurs was 27, making
the Indian entrepreneurial ecosystem has become more vibrant with student
entrepreneurs lining up with matured ideas to get traction on various available
platforms.
Hence, to celebrate the advent of the entrepreneurial Indian, the theme for this
year’s eSummit was chosen to be the ‘Indian Entrepreneurship Summit’.
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Core Team

NAME

POSITION

Kshitij Jaggi

Overall Co-ordinator

Tarun Yadav

Overall Co-ordinator

Yash Jain

Head, Events

Manpreet Singh

Head, Events

Harsh Paliwal

Head, Corporate Relations

Suyash Karkare

Head, Finance

Rishabh Sahu

Head, Operations

Dhruv Bhanot

Head, Marketing

Kansihk Gandhi

Head, Media and Publicity

Krutika Kalkal

Head, Media and Publicity

Sankalp Rastogi

Head, Design

Gaurav Kumar

Head, Campus

Lokesh Yeole

Head, SIP

Md Arbaj Meman

Head, SIP
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PRE-SUMMIT EVENT
With the aim of promoting a healthy start-up environment in tier 2 cities, raising
the startup ecosystem and creating valuable contacts, E-Cell organized its preSummit events in BBD College, Lucknow on 23rd August 2016.

HOSPITALITY
This was a sharp increase in participation in eSummit’16. We hosted 1100 outside
participants this time from colleges around the country, compared to 127 in 2015.
The registration charge for the Summit was ₹800 per head for outstation
participants and ₹200 otherwise for participants from local colleges.
The accommodation and messing of the participants were arranged in Hall
1,2,7,11,12 GH1 and GH Tower.

COMPETITIONS
Several changes were introduced in the competitions organised as a part of
eSummit this year.
Upstart and Socha were brought under the umbrella of Upstart-The Indian Business
Model competition, which comprised of Upstart-Biz (The erstwhile Upstart) and
Upstart Socha (The erstwhile Socha).
Further, based on the recommendations cited in the post conduction report of
eSummit’15, Crowded – the crowd funding event was discontinued due to the
possibility of a bias in the audience towards the campus participants.
A new entrepreneurial competition by the name Social Pilot was also introduced in
this edition. In addition to this, a live stock trading competition, Stock the Stock was
organised – that saw a good response from the campus community.
The details about the competitions are given below:
1. Upstart Biz– An event that caters to the budding startups of our country,
Our highlight - stands apart from the conventional Start-up Competition and
10-minute pitching; we strive to give our participants more than just the
prize. The start-ups go through multiple rounds of screening, which are
essentially brainstorming sessions at different levels and face to face
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mentoring. Finalists get to develop their ideas and hone their business plans
with a panel of mentors.
Structural Changes: Number of startups selected for the final round
increased from 6 to 10, the shortlisted teams were given a time period of 2
weeks for interaction with their mentors. Elevator Pitch was added as a
round, with a 20% weightage in the final score.

Prizes included an equity less funding of ₹200,000 (increased fourfold, last
year’s prize money being ₹50,000), direct registration with Startup India,
direct entry to Innotrek, direct entry to Jarvis accelerator Incubation
opportunity at SIIC, funding opportunities from Venture Partners and KAE
capitals and a chance to pitch in front of Reddy Futures.
2. Upstart SoCha – SoCha-Unconvention is the Social Challenge Competition
organised by E-Cell IIT Kanpur in association with Villgro. Here the
participants compete to solve the world’s toughest challenges. The
competition aims to create a platform to a rigorous evaluation and launch
the most compelling social business ideas – start-up enterprises that tackle
grave issues faced by billions of people.
Structural Changes: Number of startups selected for the final round
increased from 6 to 10, the shortlisted teams were given a time period of 2
weeks for interaction with their mentors. Elevator Pitch was added as a
round, with a 20% weightage in the final score.
Prizes included an equity less funding of ₹150,000 (increased from last year’s
prize money of ₹20,000), Incubation opportunity at Villgro and incubation
opportunity with the INVENT initiative of SIIC.
3. Social Pilot – Social Pilot is a platform aimed to encourage young leaders
willing to find a sustainable solution to a social problem and hone their
entrepreneurial skills. The competition is only for those working non-profit
teams who have a basic structure and business plan in place and a working
model of the solution is present. A prize money of ₹20,000 for the winner
and ₹10,000 for the runner up was awarded.
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4. Pitch Ur Product - Pitch Ur Product was organized with the aim to provide
participants with an opportunity to present their innovation or innovative
idea (e.g. summer project or any other such research work) wrapped up as
a potential working start-up in future. This event examined the ability of the
participants to evaluate the market, the customer needs and their
distribution strategy for a product they had already prototyped. A total sum
of ₹35,000 was distributed amongst the winning teams as prize money.
5. Decrypt - Decrypt is the case study competition wherein you are given a
startup case/crisis and you step into the shoes of a founding member to
present and defend your solution. Entries were invited for both online and
offline participation.
A cash prizes worth ₹20,000 were awarded to the winners of the offline
presentation. Cash prizes worth ₹15,000 were awarded to the winner of
online mode of participation.
6. Stock the Stock - “Stock the Stock” is a live stock trading competition is
created for everyone to showcase their aptitude in, complete with a stock
market, a central bank, an FII and news flashes at regular intervals that see
prices fluctuate as you react to them. The participants compete against the
smart-witted minds to design the most valuable portfolio from the provided
stocks through excessive bidding.
A cash prize of ₹500 was awarded to all the qualifier of the first round. The
winner of the second round was awarded ₹10,000 and the runner up ₹5,000.
An additional prize of FIFA17 was also awarded to the winner.

NETWORKING DINNER:
A Networking Dinner was an informal interaction session organised at the Visitors
Hostel to give the participants an opportunity to connect and network with potential
partners, freelancers and investors to take their ideas to the next level.
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WORKSHOPS
This edition of eSummit had workshops conducted in two parts:
1) Core Entrepreneurial Workshops
2) Technical Workshops
The Technical Workshops were organised by WAC (What After College), which was
a new initiative in this edition of the summit. These technical workshops attracted
lot of participants from various parts of the country and helped in the publicity of
the summit. The experts for these workshops were managed by WAC itself. While
for the core entrepreneurial workshops, experts were contacted and managed by
the E-Cell.
CORE ENTREPRENEURIAL WOKRSHOPS:
Workshop

Experts

Design Thinking

Strangway Orridge

Legal Aspects of Startups

Tech Corp Legal LLP

Digital Marketing

Scovelo

1. Design Thinking –
Creativity is not the domain of a gifted few. Each of us can be taught to be
creative through flexing our thinking. It is hence a learnt skill that is applied
consciously. In a delightful 2.5 hour session that is engaging & practical –
participants quickly learnt how they can pick up this important skill & how
could they know more about it.
2. Legal Aspects of Startups –
The Legal Aspect for Startups workshop was organised by experts from Tech
Corp Legal LLP. The workshop took the participants all the way from
implementing their idea to expanding their business overseas with keen eyes
on the legal aspects for a thriving business. The attendees got to learn from
an exciting case study and participate in eye opening activities.
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3. Digital Marketing –
Ignoring digital marketing is line opening a business but not telling anyone,
simply put: a major criterion of whether your start-up is thriving in business
is how much google loves it. This workshop helped the participants demystify
Digital Marketing and put forth a structure towards how a start-up can go
and build a brand and can win their First Few Customers.
TECHNICAL WORKSHOPS: Four technical workshops were conducted by WAC during
the summit:
1) Ethical Hacking
2) Android Development

3) Robotics and IoT
4) Automobile Engine and IC

KEYNOTES:
Day

Name

Profile

Bio

1

Mr V G Siddhartha

Founder & CEO,
CCD

Founder- Owner of the chain of
Cafe Coffee Day outlets.

1

Mr Pramod Saxena

Founder & CEO,
Oxigen Wallet

Alumnus of IIT Roorkee who
started Oxigen Wallet, one of the
major fintech companies with 600
Million transactions per annum

1

Mr Sanjeev
Bhikchandani

Founder,
Naukri.com

Naukri.com is one the biggest job
portal operating in India with
about 70% traffic share.

CEO, Jugnoo

Jugnoo is a hyperlocal on-demand
multi-service provider based out
of Chandigarh, which employs

2

Mr Samar Singla
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auto rickshaws as its logistic
partners.

2

2

3

3

Mr Nihkil Pahwa

Mr Alok Soni

Mr Saket Modi

Mr Sachin Naik

Founder, Save the
Internet

Save the Internet is a major
movement to preserve net
neutrality.

Author, Your Story

YourStory.com is India's biggest
and definitive platform for
startups and entrepreneurs
related stories

CEO, Lucideus Tech

Lucideus is an Indian company
which provides Digital Security
Consulting & Operational Services
to Businesses, Governments and
Institutions across the globe.

Former Director, EA
Sports

He is an entrepreneur, founder of
Play Time Media. Has to his credit
the creation of Hanuman-Boy
Warrior PS2 game.

SOCHA UNCONVENTION TALKS:
Talks organised as a part of Socha Unconvention brought together various people
who are working in the social sector or associated with the leading companies
involved there. The session took place in L18 on the third day of the summit. The
session began with a small address by Mr Digvijay Bisht; Member - Policy
Implementation Unit UP Electronics Corporation Limited, who briefed regarding
the governmental policies that are in place to promote entrepreneurship. This was
followed by a welcome address by Prof Sameer Khandekar, Coordinator SIIC.
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The session also witnessed a video message from Prof Mohammas Yunus, Nobel
Laureate who is a socio-economic activist who has contributed to the system of
credits and microfinances in Bangladesh.
Following talks were a part of this session:
Name

Profile

Bio

Ms Arti Wig

Co-Founder,
Yunus Social
Business India

Yunus Social Business India Ltd. (YSB India) incubates
and finances social businesses in all regions of India.
It also provides coaching and consulting to social
business entrepreneurs.

Mr Chand Das

Ex CEO, ITC

An Alumni of IIT Kanpur, Executive coach and angel
investor.

CEO and Founder
YCenter

YCenter creates community projects in Africa and
India to improve social conditions through better
healthcare and education. It offers these projects in
the form of experiential learning programs.

Mr Dhairya
Pujara

PANEL DISCUSSIONS:
A panel discussion was conducted on day 2 of the summit on the topic “What do
investors look for in a startup?”. The panellists explained the audience about the
basics of angel investing and venture capitals and expressed their views on what
does the investor take into consideration while putting his/her money on a
venture – is it the Product, Passion, Problem being solved or the People involved?
The moderator of the discussion was Mr Ravi Ranjan, an entrepreneurship
evangelist from NASSCOM.
The panellists were:
Name

Profile

Bio
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Vice President,
Ivycamp

IvyCamp is India’s first Unified Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Platform, leveraging the Global
Alumni Networks across our educational institutions
to connect and create value for entrepreneurs and
innovators.

Mr Rajat Jain

Founder, Pad Up
Ventures

PadUp is a tech incubator which aims at becoming a
key player in the startup ecosystem in India by
actively supporting young stage technology
companies

Mr Abhijeet
Bhandari

GREX (or GREX Alternative Investments Market) is an
exchange-like private market platform, and its
Co-Founder, Grex associated ecosystem, that helps companies access
multiple financial products as they grow from
Incubator to IPO.

Mr Adhiraj
Banerjee

ASSOCIATES & SPONSORS
E-Cell took its marketing associations to a whole new level this year. A whooping
total of ₹13,46,000 was raised through marketing this year. Also, food stalls were
brought in for the first time in eSummit, which were put up in the auditorium
ground. Further 11 major media sponsors helped us market the summit across the
country.
The sponsors are listed below:

Title Sponsors
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Organising Partner

Associate Sponsors

Powered by

Competition Partners
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Socha Unconvention Partners

Mentor Partners

Ecosystem Partners

Web Hosting Partners
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Cloud Partners

Startup Platform Partners

Outreach Partners

Online Ticketing Partners

Food Partners
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Associate Media Partners:

Online Media Partners:

Competition Partners:
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MEDIA COVERAGE:
The event was covered extensively in both print & digital media. Apart from
extensive coverage in local print media, there was coverage on national level with
articles by Dainik Jagran, Amar Ujala and Misfits highlighting the developing
entrepreneurship scene at IIT Kanpur.
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